MOBILE COMMANDER DATASHEET
For Android Devices

THE HIGH-CAPACITY MOBILE APPLICATION FOR DISPATCH COMMUNICATIONS

Solution Overview
The IP Command Mobile commander application untethers dispatchers from their desk by extending their lines, speed dials, speakers
and intercom on Android tablets and mobile phones. Mobile Commander is ideal for mobile employees, ﬁeld staﬀ who need to be
involved in the dispatching workﬂow, as well as for business continuity/disaster recovery.
Mobile Commander oﬀers easy access to most functions through a touch-screen
interface that can be conﬁgured to meet the users’ needs and preferences. Key
dispatching requirements such as open line dealing, multiple-call monitoring, group
intercom, group call visibility, line-sharing and others are available. And because all
communications are through the enterprise uniﬁed communications infrastructure,
lines can be shared and calls can be recorded and archived just as if they occurred in
the oﬃce.
Mobile Commander runs on the same IP Command application environment as the
dispatch console, making it simple to deploy, integrate and maintain with all
dispatcher voice and enterprise UC elements.
Each Mobile Commander application can display a large number of buttons per page
with access to additional lines, speed dials and contacts via pagination The touch
screen UI enables one-touch access to lines, speed dials, speaker and intercom
channels.
The application can be deployed on any tablet or mobile phone device running
Android O/S. Lines and channels can be shared with colleagues for conferencing,
barge-in, individual and group speed dial directories. Unique proﬁles and calling/contact schemes can be programmed for speciﬁc situations like multiple dispatching shiﬅs or key market events.
WWW.IPCOMMAND-NETWORKS.COM

Mobile Commander Datasheet
SAVE TIME. SAVE LIVES. SAVE MONEY

KEY CAPABILITIES
Mobile Command Soﬅ Client
Native SIP Signaling
Access to DID, ARD, MRD, Hoots, Intercom
Line-sharing, Barge-in, Conferencing capability
Up to 5 simultaneous calls
Voice Recording Compliance
Common lamping with command room
Collaboration Application Integration

SOLUTION HIGHLIGHTS
Single Platform

Mobile Commander runs on the same IP Command application environment as the dispatch console,
making it simple to deploy, integrate and maintain with all dispatcher voice and enterprise UC elements

Capacity

Each Mobile Commander application can display a large number of buttons per page (depending of
the android device) with access to additional lines, speed dials and contacts via pagination

Ergonomics

The touch screen UI enables one-touch access to lines, speed dials, speaker and intercom channels

Flexibility

The application can be deployed on any tablet or mobile phone device running Android O/S Lines and
channels can be shared with colleagues for conferencing, barge-in, individual and group

Collaboration

speed dial directories

Customization

Unique proﬁles and calling/contact schemes can be programmed for speciﬁc situations like
multiple dispatching shiﬅs or speciﬁc events

To learn more about IP Command Solutions
Contact: info@iptrade-networks.com
or for more information
Visit: www.ipcommand-networks.com
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